
Speed nut 16100 
Romix catalogue number: 16100 
Quantity in package: 10 
Dimensions: A 23,7 B 15,4 C M5, d 5,7

Brand Model Location Description OEM number

BMW 61131372033

BMW 61131372033

BMW 61131372033

BMW 61131372033

BMW

259 (R1100S,                                         

R1100RS )

259 (R850RT,                                                

R1100RT)

259C                                                                

(R1200C Independent)

259C (R1200C                                           

Montauk)

259C (R850C,                                              

R1200C)

61131372033

BMW C1_BMW motorcycle clips 61131372033

BMW E169 (F650, F650ST) motorcycle clips 61131372033

BMW K14 (F650CS) motorcycle clips 61131372033

BMW K25 (HP) motorcycle clips 61131372033

cowling mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, fenders, 

frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, 

cowling mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, fenders, 

frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, 

cowling mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, fenders, 

frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, 

cowling mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, fenders, 

frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, 

cowling mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, fenders, 

frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, 

cowling mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, fenders, 

frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, 

cowling mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, fenders, 

frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, 

cowling mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, fenders, 

frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, 

cowling mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, fenders, 

frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, cable clips,
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motorcycle clips

motorcycle clips

motorcycle clips

motorcycle clips

motorcycle clips

motorcycle clips



BMW 61131372033K25 (R1200GS              motorcycle clips

Adventure)

BMW K25 (R1200GS)

BMW K28 (R1200ST)

motorcycle clips 

motorcycle clips 61131372033

BMW K30 (R1200CL) motorcycle clips 61131372033

BMW K40 (K1200S, K1300S) motorcycle clips 61131372033

BMW K43 (K1200R, Sport, motorcycle clips 61131372033

K1300R)

BMW 61131372033

BMW 61131372033

BMW 61131372033

K44 (K1200GT,                          

K1300G T)

K589 (K1100RS,                      

K1100LT)

K589 (K1200RS,                 

K1200LT)

BMW motorcycle clips 61131372033

BMW motorcycle clips 61131372033

BMW 61131372033motorcycle clips

BMW motorcycle clips 61131372033

BMW

K71 (F800S, F800ST, 

F800GT)

K73 (F800R)

R13 (F650GS, GS        

Daka r  )

R13 (G650GS) motorcycle clips 61131372033

BMW 61131372033R22 (R850RT,                                           

R1150RT         , R1150RS)

cowling mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, 

radiator, indicator, exhaust system, headlights, 

seat, fenders, frame, footrest, air cooler, wind 

shield, cable clips, cowling mounting parts, oil 

cooler plumbing, radiator, indicator, exhaust 

system, headlights, seat, fenders, frame, footrest, 

air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, cowling 

mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, 

fenders, frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, 

cable clips, cowling mounting parts, oil cooler 

plumbing, radiator, indicator, exhaust system, 

headlights, seat, fenders, frame, footrest, air cooler, 

wind shield, cable clips, cowling mounting parts, oil 

cooler plumbing, radiator, indicator, exhaust 

system, headlights, seat, fenders, frame, footrest, 

air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, cowling 

mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, 

fenders, frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, 

cable clips, cowling mounting parts, oil cooler 

plumbing, radiator, indicator, exhaust system, 

headlights, seat, fenders, frame, footrest, air cooler, 

wind shield, cable clips, cowling mounting parts, oil 

cooler plumbing, radiator, indicator, exhaust 

system, headlights, seat, fenders, frame, footrest, 

air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, cowling 

mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, 

fenders, frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, 

cable clips, cowling mounting parts, oil cooler 

plumbing, radiator, indicator, exhaust system, 

headlights, seat, fenders, frame, footrest, air cooler, 

wind shield, cable clips, cowling mounting parts, oil 

cooler plumbing, radiator, indicator, exhaust 

system, headlights, seat, fenders, frame, footrest, 

air cooler, wind shield, cable clips, Ecowling 

mounting parts, oil cooler plumbing, radiator, 

indicator, exhaust system, headlights, seat, 

fenders, frame, footrest, air cooler, wind shield, 

cable clips,cowling mounting parts, oil cooler 

plumbing, radiator, indicator, exhaust system, 

headlights, seat, fenders, frame, footrest, air cooler, 

Ford various models many locations
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motorcycle clips

motorcycle clips

motorcycle clips

R13 (G650GS Sertão)

motorcycle clips



Mercedes various models 39944245

All brands

All brands

many locations 

many locations 

motorcycle clips
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